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Background


Presidential rhetoric has the capability to influence, motivate many
(Albertson & Gadarian 2015)



Presidents address 5 main topics in their speeches:


Economy, Environment, Education, Security, and Healthcare (Coe & Reitz
2010)



External factors can be influential in determining speech patterns
(Social Science Automation, Coe & Reitz 2010)



Confident leaders are more effective and, therefore, will be
motivated to speak confidently (Folkman 2019)



Research Question: What external factors impact the selfconfidence within presidential rhetoric?

Competing Theories




Differences in rhetoric result from the individual


Personality (Condor et al. 2013)



Role (Kesgin 2013)

Differences in rhetoric result from external factors


Environment (Kurtz et al. 2010)



Economy (Virtullo & Johnson 2010)



Education (Kath 2004)



Health (Koch 1998)



Conflict (Kellner 2007, Esch 2010)

Hypotheses










H1: If the United States performs well economically, the rhetoric within
State of Union addresses will demonstrate increased levels of selfconfidence.
H2: If the United States is at peace (rather than at war), the rhetoric
within State of the Union addresses will demonstrate increased levels of
self-confidence.
H3: If the United States experiences positive health outcomes, the
rhetoric within State of Union addresses will demonstrate increased
levels of self-confidence.
H4: If the environmental state of the United States improves, the rhetoric
within State of Union addresses will demonstrate increased levels of selfconfidence.
H5: As the level of educational attainment of Americans increases, the
rhetoric within State of Union addresses will demonstrate increased
levels of self-confidence.

Methodology


Gather State of the Union Addresses from 1961-2020



Enter SOTU speeches into text context analysis software


Utilize self-confidence (“SC”) scores → Dependent Variable



Gather various data representing each of the external factor
categories



Conduct various multiple regression analyses


Pair the SC scores with data from the year prior to the SOTU



Independent Variables: Public Debt, Change in GDP, Life Expectancy,
Death Rate (2 measures), War vs Peace, Carbon Emissions, Educational
Attainment (High School Graduates, College Graduates)



Control Variables: Identity of the president, age of the president

War
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Analysis/Discussion


Economy: Hypothesis 1 was supported


Except when Trump’s cases were included

Conflict: Self-confidence increases in relation to war
 Health: Death rate and life expectancy were significant across all
models




Life expectancy findings consistent with hypothesis 3


Death rate: opposite of what was expected

Environment: Decreased carbon emissions increase leader’s selfconfidence
 Education: Increased levels of education’s impact: inconclusive




Rise in high school graduation rates: positive relationship



Rise in college graduation rates: negative relationship

Conclusion


Only consistently significant indicators: life expectancy and death
rate


Yet, death rate’s relationship was significant in an unexpected way



Change in GDP was a significant indicator, excluding when Trump’s
cases were included



Some external factors influence rhetoric




Contributes to the body of research surrounding external factor’s
impact on rhetoric

Limitation: Data is not available for many assumed indicators

Questions?
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